Qu’est-ce qu’ils disent à propos des haut-parleurs Bryston

*I think the Middle Ts’ spatial performance was as much a result of their smooth, untroubled*

*The midrange was equally satisfying*

*The bass, too, was outstanding for a speaker of this size, as attested by the sheer weight and power of the low end with the bass drum*

*In an admittedly unfair face-off, the Middle Ts sounded as cleanly and smoothly integrated as my B&W 800 Diamonds ($34,000/pair), and threw nearly as big a soundstage*

*The Middle T is an excellent speaker, and an excellent value at $5400/pair—It bears comparison with speakers costing much more*

*It’s pointless to try to describe these speakers by their sound, as they are perfectly at ease no matter the part of the spectrum we choose to examine*

*the Mini T can be compared comfortably with speakers costing two or even three times the asking price. You have to hear them!*

*I consider the Model Ts an outright bargain and a great choice for people who value technical accuracy in harmony with musicality.*

*The speed at which bass from the Middle Ts can bloom and then disappear is astonishing*

*While doing critical listening, I often got distracted and lost into the music, which is an important characteristic I look for in audio components. But when I could remain focused on the Middle Ts, they impressed me with every song I sent their way.*
Cliquez sur les liens suivants pour consulter l'avis complet

ABSOLUTE SOUND - MINI T
SECRETS OF HOME THEATER - MIDDLE T
HOME THEATER REVIEW - MIDDLE T
SON AND IMAGE - MINI T
INNER EAR MAGAZINE - MINI T
STEREOPHILE - MODEL T
CANADA HIFI - MIDDLE T
EVERYTHING AUDIO NETWORK - MINI T

BLU-RAY DEFINITION MAGAZINE - MINI T
SOUND & VISION - MINI T
HOME THEATER HIFI - MODEL A3
STEREOPHILE - MIDDLE T
SOUNDSTAGE HIFI - MODEL T
INNER EAR REPORT - MIDDLE T
SOUNDSTAGE - MINI T